
Characters D6 / Lieutenant Wion Dillems (Human Rebel Pilot)

Name: Lieutenant Wion Dillems 

Homeworld: Yelsain

Species: Human

Gender: Male

Hair color: Blond

Eye color: Blue

Skin color: Light

DEXTERITY 3D

       Blaster 5D

       Brawling Parry 5D+1

       Dodge 5D+2

       Melee Combat: 4D+2

       Vehicle Blasters 5D

KNOWLEDGE 2D

       Alien species 4D+2

       Bureaucracy 4D+1

       Languages 4D

       Planetary Systems 4D+2

       Survival 6D

       Tactics 5D+1

MECHANICAL 4D

       Astrogation 5D+1

       Communications 5D

       Repulsorlift Operation: 4D+2

       Sensors 5D

       Space Transports 5D+1

       Starfighter Piloting 5D+2

       Starfighter Piloting: X Wing 6D+1

       Starship Gunnery 6D+2

       Starship Shields 4D+2

PERCEPTION 3D

       Bargain 4D

       Command 4D+2

       Hide 5D

       Search 5D

       Sneak 5D+2

STRENGTH 3D

       Brawling 5D+1

       Stamina 3D+2



TECHNICAL 3D

       First Aid 4D

       Starfighter Repair 3D+2

Force Sensitive: N

Force Points: 3

Dark Side Points: 0

Character Points 12

Move: 10

Equipment: Blaster pistol (4D), Flight Suit, Comlink, X-Wing Fighter, Astromech Droid

Description: Lieutenant Wion Dillems was a human male from Yelsain who embraced technology so that

he could fly at unimaginable speeds. Joining the Alliance to Restore the Republic as a pilot he was

stationed onboard the Profundity, the mobile flagship of Admiral Raddus. After pilot Puck Naeco broke

his ankle, Dillems stood in for him as Green Twelve in Green Squadron, who were based in the Great

Temple on the moon Yavin 4. While on Yavin, Dillems was included in a proposed flight schedule put

together by Colonel Bandwin Cor.

By 0 BBY, Dillems had downed or destroyed 180 enemy craft and was considered an ace. He attended a

meeting in the Great Temple where the Alliance High Command refused to support a plan to steal the

plans for the Death Star superweapon from the planet Scarif; however, after a group of rogue rebels

traveled to Scarif anyway, Dillems was part of the Alliance Fleet scrambled to support them. He and the

rest of Green Squadron then engaged Imperial forces above Scarif.

Biography

The forester of Green Squadron

Wion Dillems was a human male who grew up in the wilds of Yelsain among the rustic Tree Dweller

tribes that lived in the dense forests. Joining the Starfighter Corps of the Alliance to Restore the Republic,

he became a dangerous hunter of Imperial craft, and by 0 BBY was an ace who had shot down or

destroyed at least 180 enemies and attained the rank of lieutenant. Dillems was usually assigned to the

Profundity, the flagship of Admiral Raddus, which was stationed with the ever-mobile Alliance Fleet.

However, after the pilot Puck Naeco broke his ankle during a rough landing, Dillems stepped in as an

emergency replacement to fill the vacant Green Twelve slot in the Green Squadron of the Massassi

Group, who were based in the Great Temple headquarters of the Alliance on the moon Yavin 4.

While Dillems was flying with Green Squadron, Colonel Bandwin Cor of Starfighter Command included

him on a proposed flight patrol schedule. The schedule was for a mission along the patrol route between

Yavin and the Gordian Trace Relays, visiting them in the order coreward, spinward, then rimward. The

pilots would be tasked with performing a flyby of the surrounding space and then performing a close

uplink of passive relay recordings once they had verified it was all clear. Dillems was placed in shift cycle

three on the schedule, flying alongside Green Four, Lieutenant Attico Wred. The proposed schedule was

sent by General Jan Dodonna to Mon Mothma, head of the Alliance, and ultimately ended up preserved

in the collection of documents that became known as The Rebel Files.

The Battle of Scarif



After the rebel agent Jyn Erso returned to Yavin 4 with news of the Empire's Death Star superweapon, a

meeting was held in the Great Temple to discuss what the Alliance should do with this information.

Willems attended the meeting and stood near Blue Leader Antoc Merrick while the Alliance High

Command discussed Erso's proposal to travel to the planet Scarif and steal the Death Star plans, which

would reveal a weakness in the Death Star that the Alliance could exploit. Ultimately the plan failed to

garner unanimous support from those present, and so the meeting disbanded with a decision not to go

through with it. Erso, however, led a rogue squad on an unauthorized mission to Scarif anyway.

Once the rebels on Yavin 4 learned of what was happening on Scarif, the Alliance Fleet was scrambled

to provide support, including Dillems and the rest of Green Squadron. Upon the arrival of the fleet in the

Scarif system, Green Squadron engaged the Imperial forces in orbit, fighting alongside Red Squadron

and Gold Squadron as they defended the fleet. Ultimately, the Alliance managed to successfully transmit

the plans from the surface of Scarif and escape with them, although they took heavy casualties in the

process. In total, fifteen of the fighters from Yavin 4 were destroyed, mostly from Red or Blue Squadrons.

Personality and traits

Unlike most of his compatriots, Dillems was drawn to technology because it afforded him the ability to fly

at unimaginable speeds and so embraced technological mastery of vehicles. Dillems had long blonde

hair and a moustache with light skin and blue eyes.

Equipment

Wion Dillems wore an orange flight suit with two code cylinders in the left sleeve, a white flak vest, and a

Diagnostech life support unit. He also wore a black belt and flight gloves equipped with a wrist-mounted

comlink and beacon. Dillems marked his personal score of downed or destroyed enemy vehicles on his K-

22995 light flight helmet, with a "V" in a red or yellow circle for every twenty craft. By the time he flew at

Scarif, there were at least nine Vs on his helmet, which also had a red and white chequered pattern

above the visor, red markings down the back, and a black symbol on each side. 
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